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The title of this book is a prism. By focusing the light of Nigerian 
screen media on it, three observable wavelengths disperse, illuminating 
Nollywood— Nigeria’s commercial film industry—in dif er ent but com-
plementary ways. At one end of the spectrum, indirect subjects are ancillary 
thematic concerns, the subjects of narrative exposition and contemplation 
that operate at a slight remove from the primary subjects of screen media 
texts. At the other end of the spectrum, indirect subjects are  imagined spec-
tators, members of a theoretical public addressed and positioned by cer-
tain examples of screen media in certain ways. They are invited by Nolly-
wood and some of its antecedents to participate in the pro cess of subject 
formation—of being conscious, perceiving agents who are nevertheless 
subject to a wide range of material and ideological limits on perception— 
but they are invited to participate indirectly, both as central to and held 
at arm’s length from the po liti cal and economic pro cesses that shape the 
modern world. In the  middle of the spectrum is a wavelength more clearly 
vis i ble to the naked eye. It initiates the method by which this book gains 
access to the extreme ends of the spectrum and sees Nollywood as part of 
a larger cultural and historical formation. In film theory terms it is known 
as  free indirect subjectivity.

This book is premised on the idea that deeply historicizing and criti-
cally theorizing Nollywood and its relationship to key concepts in global 
po liti cal economy require close attention to  matters of audiovisual form 
and style. The introduction to this book is therefore designed to illustrate 
not only how the formal convention of  free indirect subjectivity works in 
Nigerian screen media but also how it can help us see the  whole spectrum 
of Nollywood’s indirect subjects.  After drawing attention to the ancillary 
thematic concerns of two impor tant examples and how  those concerns 
are addressed to imaginary publics, this introduction then develops a 
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vocabulary to render the indirect subjects of Nollywood historically leg-
ible. My goal is to establish that Nollywood’s way of addressing its public 
often participates— both critically and uncritically—in a discourse about 
modernity, and Africa’s place in it, that stretches back more than a  century 
and that I call periliberalism. To see how the prism works, and why perilib-
eralism helps describe it, let us consider two scenes from Nigerian screen 
media.

S ce n e  on e :  Ch e C k m a t e

Ada Okereke (Mildred Iweka), a principal character from the early-1990s 
soap opera Checkmate— which ran on Nigeria’s state tele vi sion network 
for five years— lies in a hospital bed (see figure I.1). Her husband, Nduka 
(Bimbo Manuel), sits in a chair next to her. He is doubled over with shame 
and pity, his head resting on Ada’s mattress, while she lightly strokes the 
back of his neck. Nduka’s  family put her  here. They do not approve of 
his marriage, and while he was at work the previous day, they confronted 
Ada, who is several months’ pregnant. She tried to escape but fell onto her 
belly. Now, as the camera zooms out to disclose the full tableau— Nduka’s 
penitence, Ada’s gesture of solace— a voice- over invites spectators into 
Ada’s subjectivity. “I’ve got to leave you,” she laments.

Ada’s lips do not move. Instead, spectators are being ofered an op-
portunity to hear her thoughts, as though her consciousness  were telling 
a story in addition to the one the camera is telling. The image then cuts to 
a medium shot of Nduka, a flashback, in which he professes his love.  Here 
the camera is positioned just to the left of Ada, capturing some of her hair 
in the frame. Therefore, the visual perspective of the flashback is not hers 
but that of a third- person narrator, as if it  were inviting spectators to 
recall this scene. In other words, this memory belongs to the “narrator,” 
not Ada.  After Nduka’s “I love you,” the image cuts back to the hospi-
tal, once again showing the  couple from a similarly distant, third- person 
point of view. On the sound track, however, spectators continue to hear 
Ada’s voice, as if inside her head: “I know, but I have to think about myself 
and the baby too. I  don’t want to hurt you, but your  people are monsters. 
They are wicked!”

Two more flashbacks then quickly roll by. The first shows members 
of Nduka’s  family lashing out at Ada. “What  haven’t they done to me?” 
the voice- over continues. The second shows a Christian Aladura prophet 
who is blessing  water that Ada  will  later drink in hopes of becoming preg-
nant. “What  haven’t I done to make them happy?” she asks.  These two 
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vignettes, coupled with Ada’s words, suggest that her pregnancy, which 
did not come easily, was pursued as much for the sake of her in- laws as it 
was for her and her husband. “I have even sought help,” she adds, refer-
ring to the prophet. “What more can I do?” The image then returns to the 
hospital— this time ofering a close-up of Nduka, still prostrate—as Ada 
concludes, “I  will always love you, my dear. Mom and Anne, they  don’t 
understand that I love you too. But I’ve got to let you go. I’ve got to let you 
go. I’ve got to let you go.”

Before the scene ends, spectators are treated to one final flashback. 
Ada’s  mother and Ada’s best friend, Anne (Ego Boyo, née Nnamani)— the 
central character of Checkmate— are visiting the hospital. Ada has just ap-
prised them of her intention to leave Nduka, but they plead with her to 
reconsider. “ Don’t hurt the darling boy,” Ada’s  mother implores. “I mean 
it.  Don’t hurt him.”

S ce n e  t w o :  L i v i n g  i n  B o n da g e

Andy Okeke (Kenneth Okonkwo), protagonist of the 1992 film Living in 
Bondage (dir. Chris Obi- Rapu1), sits on a large chair in his parlor. The cam-
era zooms in to a close-up of his forehead, and the image dissolves, then 

FIGure I.1.  Checkmate. Ada consoles Nduka while spectators hear her thoughts.
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cuts to a scene of several bare- chested men, surrounding a red altar, over 
which looms a tall man cloaked in black. Immediately, one of the bare- 
chested men—it is Andy— falls to his knees, arms stretched  toward the 
ominous figure, who issues a stern ultimatum in Igbo. Translation: “Andy, 
if you  don’t bring your wife at the next meeting, you  will die!” This is an-
other flashback. Like Ada’s in Checkmate, the action  here is filmed from a 
third- person point of view, as though the narrator of the story  were invit-
ing spectators to recall this incident.

A knock then interrupts Andy’s meditation. The image returns to his 
parlor, where he rises and walks to the door. His wife, Merit (Nnenna 
Nwabueze), has just returned from a visit to her  family’s village. Andy 
takes Merit’s luggage and follows her to their sofa. She is wearing an 
electric blue head tie, a white blouse, and a green aso oke wrapper. Gold 
jewelry graces her neck and ears. As she takes her seat, she unshoulders 
a fash ion able handbag. Andy then  settles in next to her. He wears a fine 
red- and- gold floral- print tunic. By outward appearances, they occupy the 
margins of Lagos’s post– oil- boom  middle class—no thanks to Andy. As 
established in the famous first scene of the film, he has worked for several 
companies and has failed at several investment schemes while Merit sus-
tains their  house hold with a steady secretarial job, where she is sexually 
harassed by her boss. Several times, Andy laments that he cannot per-
form what he considers his duty as a provider and protector. His latest in-
vestment scheme was a total loss, prompting him to confide in a wealthy 
friend, Paul (Okey Ogunjiofor). In several memorable scenes of revelatory 
spectacle, Andy comes to learn that Paul’s wealth derives from a satanic 
cult that specializes in  human sacrifice. Andy is shocked but is willing to 
enlist,  until the cult members demand his beloved wife. At first, he tries 
to pass of a prostitute as a surrogate, but as the flashback recalls, his 
subterfuge is easily uncovered, resulting in the high priest’s ultimatum.

But Merit has good news! Her  brother and parents have given her 
₦50,000 (nearly $3,000 in 1992). She pulls a massive stack of cash from 
her handbag and passes it to Andy, who examines it and places it on the 
cofee  table. As if enchanted, the camera lingers and then zooms in on 
the stack. The money temporarily buoys Andy’s spirits, and he begins to 
speculate about starting life afresh, but his eyes fix into a distant stare, 
and the words of the high priest resound on the sound track once more: 
“Andy, if you  don’t bring your wife at the next meeting, you  will die!” 
(See figure I.2.) Like Nduka, Merit cannot hear  these words; they ring 
in Andy’s head. He then slouches into the sofa, and Merit worries over 
the look on his face. Slowly, however, Andy straightens and begins laying the 
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foundations of a flimsy lie. He tells Merit that a friend has given birth to 
twins and that he has promised to pay them a visit. Merit claims exhaus-
tion from her travels, but Andy convinces her to change and come with 
him.  After a brief time cut, she emerges in a floral- print outfit matching 
Andy’s tunic (what many Lagosians, using Yoruba terms, would call aso 
ebi, literally “ family cloth”). The lie, it seems, was premeditated. Andy 
wore his aso ebi in anticipation of inviting Merit on this fabricated social 
call. As they turn to leave, a prescient feeling of uneasiness washes over 
Merit, and she begs to reschedule the visit, but Andy is adamant. They 
pass through the door, and unearthly sounds begin to echo on the sound 
track. The screen fades to black.

* * *

Common to both  these scenes are brief moments in which two narrative 
perspectives overlap. The image assumes a detached perspective, as if 
the story  were being told by a third- person narrator. However, the sound 

FIGure I. 2.  Living in Bondage. Andy hears the voice of the priest in his head.
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track provides fleeting access to a first- person point of view, or “point of 
audition”— Ada’s in Checkmate and Andy’s in Living in Bondage.2 Essen-
tially, spectators are invited to see with third- person eyes and hear with 
first- person ears. It is this invitation that constitutes  free indirect subjec-
tivity, the film- theory equivalent of what literary critics call  free indirect 
discourse. In both media, the term designates a situation where other-
wise consistent third- person narration momentarily slips into a dif er-
ent narrative voice, often belonging to one of the story’s characters. It is 
not that the character simply speaks, as if quoted; rather, the character’s 
consciousness, voiced or not, seems to take over the telling of the story, 
often briefly and sometimes inconspicuously. Of course, some trace of the 
third- person narrator always remains, rendering the character’s narra-
tion of themselves inevitably indirect.

 Free indirect subjectivity has been theorized across several periods 
and schools of thought in film studies and is not, therefore, beholden to 
any. Pier Paolo Pasolini, inspired by Rus sian formalists, first proposed 
 free indirect subjectivity in the 1960s, in a series of essays concerned with 
cinema’s growing poetic possibilities. His initial claims for the radical 
possibilities of indirect narration—to give voice to many subjectivities 
at once, and not merely through reportage— eventually gave way to what 
he describes as an anthropological mode of storytelling, in which “the 
bourgeois class itself, in sum, even in cinema, identifies itself, again, with 
all humanity, in an irrational interclassism.”3 Two de cades  later, Gilles De-
leuze attempted to rescue  free indirect subjectivity by way of postcolonial 
documentaries in which other wise marginalized subjects take control of 
a film’s narrative and fully collaborate with a Eu ro pean auteur in the tell-
ing of their own story. As Louis Georges Schwartz notes, however, only 
the choices of the Eu ro pean auteur make it onto the pages of Deleuze’s 
book, seemingly affirming Pasolini’s darkest suspicions.4 As such, I am 
less interested in the possibility that  free indirect subjectivity de moc-
ra tizes screen media narration (indeed, that would affirm a normative, 
bourgeois, liberal conception of the relation between screen media and 
society that this book disavows); rather, I treat  free indirect subjectivity as 
an invitation to spectators to participate in the experiences of on- screen 
characters and therefore know themselves— however vaguely—as sub-
jects, as agents of their own life stories who, like on- screen characters, 
are si mul ta neously subjected to many forms of po liti cal and economic 
circumscription. In a summary of Deleuze’s thinking, Schwartz writes 
that this form of indirect identification is what makes cinema “a machine 
for producing subjectivities.”5 Therefore, moments like the ones from 
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Checkmate and Living in Bondage are indications not of screen media’s po-
tential voice so much as their modes of address, or the ways in which they 
imagine, speak to, and—as Karin Barber argues— call forth a theoretical 
public.6 The question, we might say, is less about who gets to talk than 
who is invited to listen, and how.

Let us return to Ada’s evaluation of her marriage. She is a confident, 
modern  woman who generates a modest income and enjoys a  great deal 
of personal freedom, yet her sense of personhood is refracted through her 
husband and his inability to shelter their marriage from external forces. 
Her prob lems would be solved, Checkmate suggests, if Nduka could pro-
vide for his  family better: if, instead of a  humble schoolteacher, unable to 
fend of his parents, he was a real man. Moreover, Ada is willing to inflict 
further sufering upon herself (while her  mother begs her not to hurt “the 
darling boy”) precisely  because Nduka’s predicament is not of his own 
making,  because his status, the show painstakingly establishes, is the re-
sult of structural rather than personal failures. Indeed, Nduka is an ideal 
companion— loving, hardworking, and devoted— but at the end of the 
day he does not  really stand on his own two feet, socially or financially. 
Several scenes before the one described  here establish that Nduka earns 
far less than he is capable of earning. Their  house hold thus relies a  great 
deal on Ada’s income, while her wealthy parents sometimes ofer assis-
tance that Nduka plainly characterizes as emasculating.

Ada’s assessment of Nduka’s masculinity may be normative, but it is 
nonetheless unlikely to align with many spectators’ socially constructed 
conceptions of gender and  family. In southern Nigeria, extended- family 
members are not only necessary but often welcome  factors in many 
marriages, whereas  women’s productivity and financial in de pen dence, 
although they may be dominated by patriarchal discourse, are central 
features of micro-  and macroeconomic life. Most  house holds must pool 
resources and often do so amicably. Ada’s perspective on masculinity is 
therefore distinct, seemingly derived from a specific, liberal, nineteenth- 
century ideal of companionate marriage, or ga nized around a male bread-
winner. As I  will establish in chapter 3, Checkmate— which is other wise 
primarily concerned with Ada’s friend Anne, whose  family and business 
dealings constitute the direct subject of the series— repeatedly returns to 
questions of Nduka’s earning potential, his ability to protect Ada, and his 
domestic authority. The show rarely resorts to  free indirect subjectivity 
with Anne yet often uses it with Ada, making her perspective a privileged 
site of spectator identification and the indirect subject of the series. I 
 will also establish in chapter 3 that Checkmate is but one example of a 
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larger pattern that persists in  later media and contributes to a recogniz-
able mode of address— that I call the feminine melodramatic mode— which 
comments on the state of the Nigerian economy by inviting spectators 
to identify with  women who desire male breadwinners but who live in a 
social dispensation that cannot produce them on any mea sur able scale. 
From the subject position  imagined by the feminine melodramatic mode, 
therefore,  women cannot expect to change the Nigerian economy, but 
they can at least stand by men upon whom  those expectations are then 
foisted. Thus,  women are indirectly subjected to a liberal ideal that 
is focused on men. And if that form of subject positioning is not inter-
changeable with the lived realities of many southern Nigerian  women, 
then we must ask why it crops up over and over across the history of 
Nigerian screen media. Why are spectators so often invited to identify 
with  women characters who have some combination of money, a job, 
freedom, and access to sex yet fret about landing and keeping a par tic u lar 
kind of socially and eco nom ically in de pen dent man? As I explore several 
examples, I consider the kinds of po liti cal and economic fantasies that are 
wrapped up in Nollywood’s feminine melodramatic mode.

Living in Bondage, as I  will show in chapter 4, responds to Checkmate, 
initiating what I call a masculine melodramatic mode. The direct subject of 
many of the mode’s screen media stories tends to be money and its moral 
ambiguity, but the examples I trace take up the indirect subject of bread-
winning, which, if it is impossible to achieve—if the Nigerian economy 
cannot reward the kind of hard work and conjugal devotion exempli-
fied by Nduka, Andy, or several similar characters— then  there may be 
something evil lurking at the heart of breadwinner ideology. Nollywood 
is clearly on to something  here. However, that does not mean that Andy 
should be rewarded, according to Living in Bondage, for circumventing 
hard work and conjugal devotion by turning to the occult. Instead, like 
the men at the center of so many subsequent Nollywood films, Andy must 
reach rock bottom, must destroy  those for whom he would win bread, 
in order to win bread and then find salvation for his crimes through an 
institution such as the church or the state. Moral rectitude, in this formu-
lation, comes not from bypassing the unjust waiting line for the good life 
but from taking one’s number, and perhaps one’s seat in a pew. It may be 
true that life in Nigeria exposes a lie at the heart of modern conceptions 
of gender. Masculinity may have always been an unsatisfactory construct 
for men, and an unjust construct generally, but liberal masculinity, from 
the point of view of Nigerian screen media, seems to be so clearly ideo-
logical, so obviously materialist, while being cast as immaterial, that it 
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must be exploded. Yet exploding it to reveal the ideological rapacity at its 
core is never the end of the story. In Nollywood men who stumble upon 
the diabolical nature of modern masculinity retreat into, or are saved by, 
churches and state institutions: the very ones responsible for spreading 
breadwinner ideology in the first place. And they do not come as reform-
ers. Instead, they often come as supplicants, apologists for an ideal that 
instead of being cast aside is qualified and tempered. It is as if, through 
prayer and time, the liberal construct of the male breadwinner might be 
purified. As one popu lar danfo, or minibus, inscription proclaims, which 
any commuter in Lagos might see any day of the week, “God’s Time Is 
the Best.”7

To wait for a condition by which one’s life is already conditioned, in 
which one not only participates but to which one contributes, yet from which 
one seems to be excluded is what it means to be—at the other end of our 
spectrum—an indirect subject. Checkmate invites spectators to identify 
with a  woman who chooses to sufer spectacularly in the shadow of her 
hopes for a modern, companionate, male- breadwinner model of mar-
riage, all the while knowing that Nigeria’s economy produces very few 
 people— let alone men— who win enough bread to fit the model. Living 
in Bondage invites spectators to identify with a man who, when he re-
alizes that his wife is the breadwinner in his home, is forced to follow 
through with a plan to destroy her, yet he never relinquishes faith in the 
male breadwinner ideal. Why, once again, is that ideal so per sis tent, given 
the fact that it is relatively new to and uncommon in Nigeria? And not 
only the breadwinner ideal. Why do other concepts with specific mean-
ings  under liberalism, such as sovereignty and the rule of law, hold sway 
over other modes of address, such as the Gothic and comic modes I dis-
cuss in chapters 5 and 6? Ultimately, Nollywood is too big an industry, 
too complex and constantly changing, to be described in full or with any 
kind of finality, but this book nevertheless advances the argument that 
a significant number of Nollywood video films respond to liberalism— 
through concepts such as gender,  family, and other social hierarchies—
by imagining and addressing an audience that is distinctly local and has a 
distinct experience of the modern world that could be described as si mul-
ta neously within and without.

Elaborating on Nollywood’s distinct construction of locality, within 
and without modernity, is a key objective of this book—to which I  will 
return shortly— but equally impor tant is grappling with the relation-
ship between Nigerian state tele vi sion programs, such as Checkmate, and 
 Nollywood video films, such as Living in Bondage. By “video films,” schol-
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ars of African screen media mean feature- length films that, beginning 
in the late 1980s,  were produced by midlevel entrepreneurs operating in 
the informal economic sector and using video technology to release their 
stories into the market as hard copies, initially on vHS and  later on vcd.8 
Video filmmaking in Nigeria would not be known as “Nollywood”  until 
2002,9 but it very quickly constituted a major revolution in audiovisual 
storytelling that over the last three de cades has dramatically changed 
the media landscape in Africa and made Nigeria one of the world’s most 
prolific filmmaking nations.10 Why would  these two media forms— state 
tele vi sion and commercial video film— one operating squarely within 
Nigeria’s formal economic sector, the other produced by informal means 
(without state sponsorship, loans, a regulated paper trail, or other forms 
of institutional support), imagine and address similar publics in similar 
ways? By examining many examples of Nigerian state tele vi sion and their 
relationship to Nollywood, this book argues that despite the divergent 
means of production and dissonant po liti cal mandates of each form, 
they participate in a system of governmentality that has long sustained 
liberalism.11

To make my case, I  will establish that liberal governmentality extends 
beyond Nigerian screen media yet is exemplified by them. Indeed, Ni-
geria’s relationship with liberal governmentality long precedes screen 
media, stretching all the way back to the pivotal role that Nigeria played in 
constituting the global system of trade from which mercantile capitalism 
emerged. To quickly retell a well- known story, many parts of Nigeria— 
especially in the south of the country, with which this book is primarily 
concerned— supplied the material and conceptual resources on which 
the modern world is built.12 Several locations became slave- trading ports 
that abetted massive amounts of capital accumulation in the global North. 
Many also produced key commodities— such as palm oil, cocoa, cotton, 
and crude oil— that  were central to both industrialization and the rise of 
global mass consumer culture. And of par tic u lar concern for this book, 
many locations in southern Nigeria have served as a laboratories for jurid-
ical innovations that have sustained cap i tal ist enterprise as well as liberal 
po liti cal philosophy for four centuries. In fact, southern Nigeria played a 
decisive role in the resolution of several crises that threatened liberalism 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as I  will soon explain. 
A short time  later, between the two world wars, southern Nigeria also 
provided the raw material for emerging forms of global cinema culture, 
which I describe in chapter 1.  Today, having been united with the Colony 
and Protectorate of Northern Nigeria, and then becoming a sovereign 
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nation- state in 1960, the South is part of the most populous country in 
Africa with the biggest economy on the continent. It is a place without 
which global modernity would not be what it is and without which global 
conceptions of Africa would be quite dif er ent. Yet when screen media 
arrived in Nigeria, they did not represent Nigeria’s central position in the 
liberal world order. Nor did they represent Nigeria’s marginality. Instead, 
from colonial cinema through video film, screen media have positioned 
themselves between the liberal world order and an  imagined public, one 
that supposedly understands and desires all the benefits of liberal mo-
dernity, that feels entitled to its share, but whose job in sustaining that 
version of modernity is to endure without it  until, it bears repeating, con-
ditions somehow change. If, in the context of 1950s Cuba, tele vi sion can 
be said to have been “broadcasting modernity,” as Yeidy M. Rivero writes, 
Nigerian tele vi sion screens seem to have been mediating modernity— that 
is, situating themselves between modernity and ordinary  people as part 
of a larger social pro cess.13

In the remaining pages of this introduction I sketch the conceptual 
means by which this book envisions and historicizes that “larger social 
pro cess,” where Nigeria is both central to and held at arm’s length from 
the liberal world order. To capture  those spatial dimensions while also 
trying to avoid unnecessarily cumbersome phrasing, I resort to a neolo-
gism, periliberalism, that describes the ideological nature of indirect sub-
jection and its function as a form of global governmentality. Following an 
elaboration of periliberalism, I then explore this book’s relationship to the 
field of Nollywood studies before describing the role that each chapter 
plays in supporting my key arguments.

per I l I b er a l I S M

The prob lem, of course, is to uncover the rules, regularities, and reproductive logics that under-
pin our current condition— a condition that is of necessity global, although always global in a 
variety of local ways, shapes, and forms.14

—  a c H I l l e  M b e M b e

The story of Indirect Subjects begins in the formal colonial period, around 
the turn of the twentieth  century (see chapter 1).  Until then, it was not 
necessarily clear, or a foregone conclusion, that socie ties in Africa would 
be held at arm’s length from the increasingly global po liti cal and eco-
nomic order that Eu ro pe ans had been constructing— relying on African 
and other non- European resources— since the fifteenth  century. Liberal 
accomplices of empire, such as John Locke and Edmund Burke in Britain, 
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as well as Alexis de Tocqueville in France, conceptualized colonialism as a 
pro cess of economic integration and convergence.15 They did not deny the 
fact that colonial conquest was an illiberal enterprise, but they  imagined 
that it was the means to more noble ends. Let us be clear: that was non-
sense. Instead of simply trading freely with parties in vari ous locations 
across the planet, Eu ro pean joint stock companies and,  later, imperial 
states imposed po liti cal and military subjection on non- European  people 
in order to extract as much surplus value from them as pos si ble. Thus, 
the core princi ples of liberalism— including property rights, individual 
liberty, open markets, and the need for a juridical infrastructure, such as 
contract law, capable of ensuring the  free deployment of property in open 
markets— were mendaciously subverted in the sanctimonious pro cess 
of spreading liberal values. That critique, of course, is not new. It is one of 
the foundational, if implicit, arguments of postcolonial theory. Even in 
po liti cal theory, as Uday Singh Mehta has written, “when viewed as a his-
torical phenomenon, the period of liberal history is unmistakably marked 
by the systematic and sustained po liti cal exclusion of vari ous groups and 
‘types’ of  people.”16 However,  those exclusions  were repressed enough 
during the first few centuries of the “period of liberal history” that they 
would return with a vengeance by the turn of the twentieth.

The efects of that return are taken up in several recent interventions 
in the study of what scholars now call liberal imperialism (or imperial lib-
eralism).17 For the purposes of this book the overlapping perspectives of 
Karuna Mantena and Mahmood Mamdani on the subject of “nativism,” 
as well as the revisionist materialism of Onur Ulas Ince and his use of 
the term colonial capitalism, best illustrate how it came to pass that by 
the beginning of the twentieth  century, instead of converging with Eu-
rope, vast regions of the world  were decisively and, from the point of view 
of Eu ro pean investors, productively being held at arm’s length from the 
po liti cal and economic body of liberalism. Indeed, the features of what 
I am calling periliberalism lie where  these recent revisionist histories 
intersect.

In Alibis of Empire, Mantena argues that by the time colonial holdings 
in Africa  were formalized at the 1884 Berlin conference, the proj ect of lib-
eral imperialism had come  under threat in Britain. In some circles the 
1857 Indian rebellion, followed closely by the 1865 Morant Bay rebellion 
in Jamaica, brought the purpose and efficacy of liberal colonial policy into 
question. Many wondered why colonial subjects would rebel if they  were 
being integrated into a system of converging global prosperity. And when 
colonized subjects did rebel, many liberals wondered what methods  were 
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appropriate for responding. Should rebellions be put down militarily 
or po liti cally embraced? John Stuart Mill, a foremost defender of what 
many  imagined  were the most egalitarian princi ples of imperialism— its 
so- called civilizing mission— pursued vigorous prosecution against the 
governor of Jamaica, Edward John Eyre, for brutally suppressing the Mo-
rant Bay rebellion, although Mill’s eforts came to naught. The prevailing 
sentiment in Parliament as well as the wider society favored the use of 
illiberal force to protect imperial interests. Meanwhile, several members 
of Parliament sought a state of exception to use illiberal force in their own 
backyards, hoping to suppress what was then an increasingly vocal cam-
paign for manhood suffrage. As Mantena writes, they “likened the Hyde 
Park riots to the events of Morant Bay as evidence of a growing anarchy 
fanned by liberal sentimentalism.” However,  those reactionary impulses 
only fanned the flames of liberal imperialism. Mantena’s core argument 
is that the liberal proj ect was saved by a conservative idea, indirect rule, re-
vealing an uncanny symbiosis between liberal and conservative thought.18 
To get  there, she focuses on Henry Maine, the historian who in 1862 was 
appointed as  legal member of council to the viceroy’s cabinet in India and 
who, in the course of his work, would generate the princi ples upon which 
the British version of indirect rule was built.

Maine’s ideas are the subject of Mantena’s history of liberal politics, 
but they are also the subject of Mamdani’s work on the long- term po liti cal 
implications of colonial administration in Africa. The key concept in both 
cases is “nativism,” the ideological distinction between and even promo-
tion of incommensurable diferences between regional cultures, even 
races. As Maine theorized it, Eu ro pean culture, from Roman times on, was 
built on a foundation of laws that rationalized  people’s understanding of 
community and morality. Meanwhile, “oriental” socie ties, according to 
Maine’s diagnosis, clung to ancient regimes of “custom” that mystified 
social relations and princi ples of moral conduct. Maine’s conclusion— 
that non- European socie ties may be complex and even fascinating but 
also ill- equipped for liberal jurisprudence— warranted, to his thinking, 
the isolation, close study, and protection of “native” cultures. They may 
have been slated for eventual liberalization, but the pro cess was to be 
carried out slowly and deliberately to avoid fracturing ancient social 
bonds and thereby contributing to po liti cal upheaval. Moving too fast 
would only lead to results like  those in Jamaica. In order to manage the 
growing conceptual space between the metropole and “natives,” Maine 
called for collaboration with local po liti cal elites in the colonies. He as-
sumed that  those who understood local society best— such as the African 
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chiefs and emirs who would become the so- called native authorities 
 under indirect rule— could mediate between the dynamism of law and 
the static tendencies of custom. Maine’s ideas influenced several colonial 
policy innovations across the British Empire but achieved their fullest ex-
pression in Africa. Mantena describes Maine’s theoretical moves as “alibis 
of Empire,” which she argues “made pos si ble the deferral and disavowal 
of moral and po liti cal responsibility for imperial domination.”19

Maine’s alibis  were taken up by Fredrick Lugard, who experimented 
with their application in Nigeria— first in the North, then in the South. 
However, Mamdani has long argued that the version of indirect rule with 
which Lugard is widely associated was already at work to some degree 
in other parts of British Africa. Indeed, what Lugard implemented was 
a more formal variation of the practice that was already well on its way 
to becoming apartheid in South Africa. Rather than forcibly alter native 
forms of social organ ization, the architects of apartheid and indirect rule 
concluded that colonial governments should define a geography within 
which native society could flourish and allow it to abide by its own  legal 
and po liti cal authority, which, of course, merely quarantined native soci-
ety from the commercial and po liti cal pro cesses that other wise  shaped 
colonial life, especially in urban centers and ports. This conceptual and 
material segregation resulted in the bifurcation of what Mamdani refers 
to “citizens” of empire and its “subjects.”20 Moreover, Mamdani argues 
that the economic,  legal, and geographic inequalities inherent to indi-
rect rule continue to be “reproduced through the dialectic of state re-
form and popu lar re sis tance” in con temporary Africa.21 Much of that 
popu lar re sis tance now occupies urban centers, so the division is no lon-
ger neatly urban versus rural. The former subjects of empire have become 
citizens of postcolonial nation- states; nevertheless, they remain—to a large 
extent— subjects, though indirectly, of the liberal world order that was 
constructed on and eventually supplanted empire.

More recently, Mamdani has also taken up Maine’s body of work by way 
of returning to the theoretical roots of indirect rule, noting that in addi-
tion to setting limits on the degree to which colonial subjects could access 
the liberal world system, “The prerogative to define the boundary, the 
substance and the authority of the ‘customary,’ gave vast scope to the pow-
ers of the occupying authority.”22 Besides creating spaces outside of the 
liberal world order, therefore, indirect rule enlarged and enhanced the 
hegemonic power of liberalism. And it was this increased power, along 
with the disavowal of moral questions raised by intellectuals such as Mill, 
that not only resolved—or at the very least papered over— the crisis of 
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liberal imperialism but also made the liberal proj ect stronger than ever. 
Indeed, it became fash ion able among British liberals to celebrate, as a 
form of reverence for authenticity, the removal of Africans from the very 
modernity built on their backs (which I further illustrate in chapter 1 by 
exploring the creation, exhibition, reception, and distribution of film in 
and from Nigeria during the early twentieth  century). However, the at-
tempted removal of Africans from modernity saved liberalism in more 
than po liti cal and conceptual terms; indirect rule also reinvested in the 
material pro cesses by which liberal capitalism had emerged and long sus-
tained itself.

The idea that colonial rule was driven primarily by the logic of capi-
tal accumulation is, like the idea that liberalism is inherently exclusion-
ary, not at all new. Indeed, for Marxist po liti cal economists the so- called 
imperial turn in studies of liberal po liti cal philosophy must seem more 
than a  little belated. Lenin defined imperialism as the “highest stage of 
capitalism,” in which the foundations of the liberal world system  were 
financed by the po liti cal and material domination of colonies.23 Frantz 
Fanon wrote in The Wretched of the Earth that the polished emblems and 
executors of liberal jurisprudence— colonial flags and police— are just the 
grimy signifiers of violent expropriation.24 And Walter Rodney argued that 
through colonialism, Eu rope not only profited from but also painstakingly 
“underdeveloped” Africa.25 Indeed, centuries of liberal claims to have 
spread democracy and  human rights may be easily interpreted as noth-
ing more than good old- fashioned bourgeois false consciousness. More 
recently, however, where some theorists of liberalism are willing to admit 
only that its rise was unfortunately accompanied by colonial vio lence, Ince 
makes a compelling case for colonial vio lence as the economic and philo-
sophical bedrock of liberalism, a form of “primitive accumulation,” which 
in Marx’s original formulation is less the highest stage of capitalism than 
its larval stage. As Ince phrases it, primitive accumulation is “a frontier 
phenomenon that arises at the interface of accumulative and nonaccu-
mulative logics of social reproduction and consists in the assimilation or 
subordinate articulation of the latter to the former through the deploy-
ment of extraeconomic and extralegal force.”26 Key  here is the idea that 
capital makes use of “extraeconomic” po liti cal and social logic—in addi-
tion to brute force—to define and enclose zones  free from capital accumu-
lation, all for the purposes of  either imminent or eventual expropriation. 
Ince’s formulation aptly describes the Scottish land enclosures on which 
Marx based his theory of primitive accumulation, but it also describes 
many  later pro cesses, including what Ince straightforwardly describes 
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as “colonial capitalism.”27 Colonies, according to this perspective, func-
tioned for Eu ro pean liberals as spaces where crucial po liti cal,  legal, and 
economic experimentation could be undertaken. However, they  were 
not uniformly horizontal spaces; indeed, they  were eco nom ically topo-
graphical, with mining and port cities occupying the highest elevations, 
as it  were, while the native authority jurisdictions of indirect rule came 
to define low points on the economic map: the areas below global liberal 
sea level. Therefore, zones subject to indirect rule  were not beyond capital-
ism, nor  were they straightforwardly exploited for their wealth in rubber, 
cotton, gold, copper,  labor, and so on (although of course they  were). 
They  were included in liberalism by being excluded from many forms of 
direct capital investment and sometimes from direct exploitation while 
being subjected to all manner of bureaucratic vivisection. For Ince, then, 
capitalism is like the so- called immortal jellyfish, regularly returning to 
its larval stage throughout its life, living of places where its logic and 
modes of production are necessarily absent. Timothy Brennan has like-
wise argued that primitive accumulation is not only ongoing  under con-
temporary capitalism but also serves an “image- function” in the liberal 
world, making modern life seem coherent by contrasting it to postcolo-
nial chaos as well as whetting the appetites of investors by ofering them 
a “smorgasbord of locally varied  legal options” where liberal values need 
not apply.28 Throughout the story of the modern world, therefore, spaces 
of violent illiberalism have, rather than call it into question or suggest its 
limitations, arisen within and fortified the liberal world order.

The term periliberalism may therefore seem unnecessary, even re-
dundant, for states of exclusion from the core functions and benefits of 
liberalism have always been central features of the liberal philosophical 
framework. In fact, liberalism seems to desperately need and therefore 
actively reproduce its outside, conceptually and materially, in order to en-
dure. But recognizing that fact does not tell us anything more about what 
the outside looks or feels like. Screen media can help, although— and 
this is very impor tant— not  because they depict or represent that outside; 
rather, they participate in the constitution of inside and out. Technically, 
they are not beyond the liberal world order, but they can make it seem as 
if inside and outside are distinct, that certain forms of wealth or gover-
nance are out  there while certain reactions to it belong in  here. For example, 
in the colonial and early in de pen dence periods— which I explore fur-
ther in chapters 1 and 2— state- sponsored screen media participated 
in what historian Fredrick Cooper has called the “gatekeeper state,” 
the colonial, then in de pen dent government that was positioned at the 
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threshold between global po liti cal economic networks and African citi-
zens. However, what ultimately defines a gatekeeper state, Cooper insists, 
is not “efective control of the gate” as much as “the intensity of strugg le 
over it, which has had varying outcomes.” In Nigeria oil has made the state 
what Cooper describes as a “caricature of itself.”29 The federal govern-
ment has invested oil revenues in cultural proj ects such as its tele vi sion 
network, which has become the most comprehensive in Africa, while 
marshaling  those investments to position itself as the  bearer of develop-
ment or the gatekeeper between some form of modernity, which is not yet 
widely available to many of its citizens and their local aspirations.30 How-
ever,  there is no obvious reason why commercial video filmmakers, who 
came on the scene in the 1990s, would assume a similar position relative 
to their audience  unless they too  were struggling, in one way or another, 
over control of the gate. In that sense the “state” in state tele vi sion should 
be considered in Gramscian terms, not exactly as a dominant power in 
postcolonial Africa and not a “ thing to be seized” but an “arena of social 
contestations,” to borrow Stuart Hall’s phrasing.31 It is an essential site of 
strugg le for the meaning of modern sovereignty. The remaining chapters 
of this book explore why and how Nollywood, which emerged during a 
period of structural adjustment in Nigeria and thus without direct state 
oversight, would imagine and address its spectators in ways similar to the 
state’s modes of address: as indirect subjects queuing at the gates of mo-
dernity. But first, just a few notes on etymology and semantics.

Periliberalism is not simply about being peripheral to the liberal world 
order; it is about being fundamentally and indispensably constitutive of 
the liberal world order precisely by being held at arm’s length from it. 
My use of the term draws on a long history of liberal exclusions and 
self- consciously invokes a “world systems” approach to the study of 
global in equality, recalling such concepts as cap i tal ist “core” and under-
developed “periphery.”32 However, my intention is to augment the work 
of economic historians and po liti cal phi los o phers by closely attending 
to the formal dimensions of relatively recent cultural developments. 
Meanwhile, the term periliberalism also self- consciously invokes the 
concept of neoliberalism, although I hope to maintain some ambiva-
lence about  whether economic policies that supposedly reinvigorate 
liberal logic in the global North, with increasingly global pretensions, 
create substantially new experiences of liberalism in the global South. 
In terms of southern Nigerian screen media, we might ask  whether the 
current liberal moment looks and feels very dif fer ent from previous 
ones. Indeed, what periliberalism does share with certain uses of the term 
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neoliberalism, especially  those inspired by Michel Foucault, is an emphasis 
on subjectivity.33 My aim is not so much to describe a world system as 
to describe a par tic u lar subjective construction of it: Nollywood’s local 
address.

The subjectivity that I am proposing as “periliberal” is also very dif-
fer ent from the subject position with which neoliberalism is often as-
sociated. In much of the scholarly lit er a ture, subjects of neoliberalism 
are described as selves invited to appraise their economic status, to ac-
cept that they have quantifiable value and therefore should calculate the 
return on any investment they might make with or in their own person-
hood,  whether in time, efort, afect, or assets.34 Their fate is tied to the 
rise and fall of the value of  those investments, which is determined in 
the market. However, periliberalism describes a context in which subjects 
are invited to regard themselves not as sites of fungible value as much 
as placeholders for value. They are not— and this is key— imagined to 
be worthless; they may be filled with value at any time, thereby bringing 
value to the society, the nation, or even the empire, depending on when, 
where, and how one is looking. The value of the periliberal subject is 
therefore tied to the value of the local context, as if the subject’s ability to 
achieve full personhood depends on  whether the nation or local commu-
nity can meet certain po liti cal and economic benchmarks, and vice versa. 
Regardless, both the local community and its members are  imagined, in 
screen media if not other systems of address, to be sites of indeterminate, 
potential value precisely  because they are not themselves recognized as 
investors or investments in the larger global market where primary value 
is determined. Put simply, periliberal subjects constitute zones of primi-
tive accumulation that amplify the value of subjects who already do live 
and  labor  under liberalism proper. It is the possibility of becoming a site 
of liberal value, of becoming what Wendy Brown calls a “speck of capital,” 
that may elevate current specks to positions of asymptotic desire.35 And 
it is within this context that Nollywood’s spectator- subjects are invited by 
 free indirect subjectivity to tentatively identify with characters who desire 
certain dividends of modernity while si mul ta neously acknowledging that 
 those dividends cannot yet be realized  because of both the current state 
of the nation and, supposedly, the current state of themselves. Brown’s 
assessment suggests that  those of us who do live  under conditions of fully 
established neoliberalism  ought to find our status revolting. Yet the very 
notion that such a tainted status might constitute someone  else’s desire 
can short- circuit revolt—in  every sense of the word. Neoliberalism thus 
thrives on periliberalism, although it remains worthwhile to distinguish 
one from the other.
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My description of  these po liti cal and economic logics, of the screen 
media aesthetics that intersect with them, and the power they all have to 
imagine, position, and address subjects may seem to deny the agency of 
 those subjects. But that would be too simplistic a way of understanding 
both subjection and agency. To begin with, my title, Indirect Subjects, may 
suggest but is not interchangeable with the grammatical concept of an 
indirect object. Whereas indirect objects receive the action of a subject at 
a slight remove, indirect subjects are the actors of their own utterances. 
They make their world, but it would be disingenuous to deny that they do 
so—as James Ferguson argues—in the shadow of pro cesses that other-
wise or ga nize social life on Earth.36 If one of the central arguments of this 
book is that the liberal world needs indirect subjects, then  those subjects 
do indeed make the world as we know it; they are just rarely  imagined to 
be  doing so directly. More importantly, my analy sis of Nigerian tele vi-
sion and video films frames screen media as the constitutive, porous bar-
riers between subjects and objects, as the verbs— the action words— that 
render dif er ent noun phrases, dif er ent  things, grammatical or meaning-
ful. Nollywood tends to imagine its spectators as indirect subjects partly 
 because of history and partly as a way of making history, of finding a 
place for and participating in the reproduction of certain logics and re-
lationships that keep the global economic and social system  running. I 
therefore maintain awareness not only of spectator agency but also of the 
agency practiced by  people in the Nigerian film industry, the  people who 
make the sounds and images I attend to in this book and who thus make 
the world I observe. Regardless,  there is also a sense in which agency does 
not  really  matter at all.

My understanding of agency follows from the work of phi los o phers 
such as Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, and Judith Butler; as such, it also di-
verges from some of the work done  under the banner of African studies.37 
As Lynn M. Thomas has recently argued, African studies sufers from a 
widespread tendency she calls “agency as argument,” the idea that Afri-
canist research may be validated by the degree to which its overarching 
goal is to assert the agency of the  human subjects whom it studies. For 
Thomas, agency is not an argument, but a fundamental assumption— 
along with structure—to which questions of “form, scale, and scope” may 
be posed as part of a more extensive and probing research agenda.38  After 
all,  human life is full of choices, small and large, made  every minute of 
 every day that constantly produce and reproduce the world. The social 
structures that  those choices create both constrain and enable further 
choosing. Therefore, agency is mundane, a way to describe everyday 
world making, not necessarily “ human creativity and resilience,” as some 
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would have it.39 In fact, if only  those choices that register as creativity or 
resilience are considered acts of agency, then agency becomes too privileged 
a category, too exclusive a domain, to be methodologically useful. It ends 
up looking a lot like liberal, Enlightenment conceptions of individual 
choice and instrumentality, which therefore obscures from view the 
agency of billions of  people across history who participate in social life 
but in ways that may be complicit, socially distributed, or other wise not 
easily identified according to instrumental metrics. Moreover, if agency 
is happening all the time, everywhere—if it is ubiquitous— then struc-
ture constitutes an especially explanatory site of analy sis. Structure is the 
result of agency, but it also gives agency its form and makes it legible. 
In order to understand “indirect subjects,” therefore, this book is princi-
pally concerned with articulating the structural conditions within which 
 those subjects are  imagined and to which they may contribute. Indeed, 
if the engine that drives the story of this book comprises the choices that 
Nigerian screen media professionals have made as they have produced 
content, it is within and against structural conditions— which they have 
not chosen— that video film and tele vi sion experts have participated in 
making a world that critics and scholars can acknowledge, contemplate, 
scrutinize, and enjoy. The agency of Nigerian screen media profession-
als as well as spectators is therefore assumed: to do other wise, to draw 
special attention to it or return it to them, as if that  were pos si ble, would 
be condescending. Instead, the “form, scale, and scope” of their agency, and 
the conditions that structure it, require further elaboration.

Fi nally, my repeated use of the phrase “arm’s length,” as I trace the 
contours of periliberalism, is meant to convey something visceral about 
the structural conditions under lying Nollywood’s local address. “Arm’s 
length” captures the closeness, mutual coconstitution, and embodiment 
of an other wise abstract description of an equally abstract global order 
of  things. I want to suggest that the shoulder of the periliberal world is 
held in the grip of the liberal world’s (invisible) hand, although it is not 
embraced.40 The two seem to be locked in this configuration. One can-
not abandon the other. And for both,  there may be a perverse kind of 
comfort in the grip. Nevertheless, the relationship is one of bodily and 
intimate vio lence. It manifests in subjective and afective categories such 
as Blackness and Whiteness— which, although they are abstract, or not 
biological, not essential but indeed contingent and historical—do real 
work, both damaging and productive, on real bodies  every day. In fact, 
racialized thinking is not simply inscribed upon bodies, although it is; 
the social construction of race is deeply embedded in them, manifesting 
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in intimate quotidian as well as sometimes spectacular experiences of the 
self, the other, and the material world. The arm in “arm’s length” is thus 
a separator and a link. The two bodies it spans may be nominally equal in 
their humanity, yet the separator link produces diference and in equality; 
indeed, it is a form of inhumanity. And  because the arm belongs to the 
liberal world, it is  there that inhumanity lies. The separator link, we might 
say, is quite simply power in its quintessentially modern form. Can the 
periliberal world escape its grip? Must it cut of the liberal world’s arm, 
in some way  either discursive or material? Must it find some new way to 
fi nally, fully decolonize? Meanwhile, does the liberal world order under-
stand what it is  doing? Does it understand how it has found itself in this 
posture? And in considering the ways that it might bring this destructive 
relationship to an end, is it ready to acknowledge that it may have missed 
its chance for an embrace, that it must instead let go? Perhaps the em-
brace can come  later. But if it turns out that it  really is too late, even to let 
go, if the liberal world has been holding on for so long that some kind of 
rigor habitus has set in, indeed, if liberalism cannot imagine itself with-
out its stifling grip on the periliberal world, then  there may be no other 
choice—if justice is any kind of virtue— than cutting of its own arm. If 
that seems unlikely to happen anytime soon, then in the meantime, as 
the periliberal world searches for answers and perhaps a sharp knife, we 
can more closely consider the arm, the separator link, the gate between 
the two. Thus, while exploring the many brilliant and world- making 
choices that Nigerian screen media producers have made over several 
de cades, this book nevertheless considers the ways in which Nollywood 
and its antecedents may have participated in the per for mance of the sep-
arator link. That claim, of course, is not the last word on Nollywood or 
the only way to think about the industry, but the study of Nollywood does 
need new ways to think about video films, the world they imagine, and the 
ideological pro cesses that bind them to one another.

n ol ly w o od  S t u d I e S :  F or M at I on S  a n d  F or M S

This is not the first book to acknowledge that Nigerian video films imagine 
modernity from a local perspective, which in turn may be dif er ent from 
perspectives generated in the wider liberal world. Moradewun Adejun-
mobi draws a contrast between the video films that built Nollywood and 
several newer films that depart in vari ous ways from the original model: 
“Many Old Nollywood films cater to the visual plea sure of desired access 
to modernity by exhibiting its supposed bounty— grand homes, stylish 
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clothing, and expensive cars—as obtained frequently through vice and 
debauchery. They also link the acquisition of  these ‘spoils’ of modernity 
to egregious violations within the moral economy that call for appropri-
ate penalties and the ultimate forfeiture of the ‘spoils.’ ”41 This kind of 
profound insight has rarely been pursued further,  whether by scholars 
interested in the formal dimensions of video films or scholars examining 
the films’ ideological ontology. In the case of Ghana, Carmela Garritano 
provides a generative conceptual model in which she elaborates on video 
films’ “global desires” or “expressions of global membership.” She writes 
that Ghanaian movies “issue strong moral condemnations of greed and 
the immoral attainment of wealth and yet position the spectator as a con-
sumer, one who gazes on and desires the movie’s extravagant commodity 
displays.”42 Meanwhile, Adejunmobi contrasts the overt morality of early 
video films with the aesthetics of “New Nollywood” films— which are 
made pos si ble by new forms of financing, production, and distribution—
in which characteristically moral modes of address may be giving way to 
themes of ethical ambivalence corresponding to neoliberalism’s flat view 
of the world, in which in equality is supposedly incidental rather than in-
herent to the diffusion of liberal economic policy. But what accounts for 
the profoundly moralizing tone of early video films in the first place? And 
is it true that video films are “highly critical of materialism and capitalis-
tic values,” as Garritano argues? Or does criticizing materialism— when 
material resources are not widely available— perhaps affirm the “capital-
istic values” that have or ga nized social relations in Ghana and Nigeria in 
the modern era?43 It may in fact be necessary, from the point of view of 
African video films, to cast materialism as immoral precisely  because its 
pursuit is not often pos si ble.

Such questions call for renewed attention to the ideological functions 
of screen media in West Africa. Brian Larkin has established a strong 
foundation, aptly describing the philosophy of video films as an “aesthet-
ics of outrage” in which the “architecture of insecurity” or “widespread 
feelings of vulnerability” are “dramatized” in “melodramatic terms,” but 
he also argues that “Nigerian films represent the waning of state- based 
visual media (from mobile film units to tele vi sion dramas) and their 
ideologies of pro gress and uplift.”44 Certainly, Nollywood has eclipsed 
“state- based visual media” in Nigeria, Ghana, and across the African 
continent, but the contrast between the two may not be all that stark. 
State- based media, we  will see, can also be profoundly moralizing, indeed 
profoundly given to vulnerability, outrage, and melodrama. Likewise, 
video films may engage in their own proj ects of calculated, mediated up-
lift. Therefore, a key objective of this book is to revisit one long- standing 
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argument in Nollywood studies concerning the relation between the 
spheres of formal and informal screen media production.

In 1997 Jonathan Haynes inaugurated the academic study of Nigerian 
videos by publishing in Nigeria an edited collection of essays by several 
leading film and literary critics. Some of the authors in that volume seem 
to have felt compelled to draw a contrast between video films and cellu-
loid African cinema.  After all, what we might call big- screen African cin-
ema has traditionally been so invested in anticolonial nationalism that 
many of its examples serve as proxies for the study of nation building and 
postcolonial statecraft. On the other hand, Nigerian video films have very 
dif er ent interests, more akin to certain forms of popu lar culture such as 
 music and traveling theater. Videos therefore seem to have opened up 
space in African film and media studies to contemplate modes other than 
the macropo liti cal and power relations other than the governmental. As 
Haynes wrote at the time, “The radically dif er ent basis of Nigerian videos 
thus makes them . . .  a singularly con ve nient subject for theoretical ori-
entations that want to look past or around the African state.”45 In Larkin’s 
contribution to the same volume, he argued that Nigerian video films cre-
ated a new public sphere, a “cultural and po liti cal space . . .  outside of the 
control of the state and corporations.”46

In the meantime, however, Nigerian video filmmaking was widely 
recognized as the “child of tele vi sion.”47 Nollywood’s products,  after all, 
 were designed for viewing on tele vi sion screens. More importantly, many 
pioneers of video filmmaking had deep professional relationships with 
the state tele vi sion network, the Nigerian Tele vi sion Authority (nta). 
Some  were salaried employees, whereas  others had worked on in de-
pen dent productions broadcast by the nta. (I review the work of many 
such individuals in this book.) Therefore, to call Nollywood the child 
of tele vi sion is to say that Nigeria’s formal screen media brought in-
formal screen media into existence and raised them with varying de-
grees of attention. Though acknowledged by many observers, that rela-
tionship has attracted  little sustained research, in part  because of a lack of 
resources available to do so. State tele vi sion productions, even  those only 
a few de cades old, are very difficult to obtain. This book is the result of 
a prolonged efort to scrape together enough examples to make proper 
comparisons, contributing to a unique though still admittedly meager ar-
chive. But  there are many holes in my account, which call both for further 
research and plenty of speculation.

If state tele vi sion and video films share some ge ne tic material, the 
key diference between formal and informal media in Nigeria, as 
John  C. McCall points out, concerns bureaucratic documentation and 
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regulation.  There is a paper trail at the nta and associated government 
agencies, though often difficult to access, but no comparable forms of 
documentation exist with re spect to the first two de cades of video film 
production: “The video industry is a network of scattered informal eco-
nomic activities and interactions held back from capitalization  because 
the system depends on informal practices to produce and distribute its 
products.”48 Similarly, Alexander Bud describes the ways in which the 
Nigerian state has tried, and mostly failed, to establish formal means of 
documenting and regulating video film production and distribution.49 
And although practices are rapidly changing, with formal capitalization 
beginning to take hold in New Nollywood, the initial emergence of Nige-
rian video films had a  great deal to do with commercial activity under-
taken outside formal systems of authorization and accumulation.50 As 
McCall puts it, “While the ‘of and for the masses’ quality of Nollywood’s 
mode- of- production is extremely impor tant, it is also the video indus-
try’s greatest obstacle.”51 Many scholars and journalists thus celebrate the 
grassroots origins of Nollywood, but we must be willing to acknowledge 
that  those roots grew in soil neglected by the global economy and yet may 
still have been fertilized by it. My approach to comparing state tele vi sion 
productions and video films, especially  those produced in the 1990s and 
early 2000s, proceeds in large part from the kinds of distinctions between 
formal and informal, state and commercial, made by Haynes, Larkin, Mc-
Call, and Bud, but it takes seriously the idea that, as with  children and 
their parents, Nollywood may have been  shaped by state media more than 
it realizes.

Indirect Subjects pursues that possibility, however, not by way of indus-
try analy sis as much as through attention to  matters of form and style. If 
state and commercial screen media modes of production are or ga nized 
diferently yet several individuals have worked across both, we might 
ask  whether they have produced similar work in each sector. My pri-
mary interests lie in the formal and stylistic features of that work, the 
way that both tele vi sion and video film address their audiences and what 
that might say about the politics of culture in Nigeria. I am therefore not 
so much invested in filling gaps in the historical rec ord concerning Nigerian 
tele vi sion and Nollywood, although this book does do so in places. Rather, 
I am chiefly interested in critique, the idea that scholarship can invest in 
and even promote the significance of a form of cultural expression not so 
much by uncovering all the “facts” about it but by repeatedly returning to 
the repre sen ta tions it produces. Only by (re)reading primary texts as well 
as (re)reading criticism do we contribute to generating a language capable 
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of dealing with the importance and complexity of cultural expressions. 
So this book takes up several tele vi sion programs and a few video films 
that have rarely, if ever, been written about before, but it also deals with 
several video films that have been written about extensively. My goal is 
to ofer new terms and meanings to the critical lexicon associated with 
Nollywood. And to  those ends, I have woven into my analy sis, wherever 
pos si ble, films that have received serious attention elsewhere, although I 
try to push the analy sis of  those films further and in new directions.

In my attempt, therefore, to contribute to Nollywood Studies, Indirect 
Subjects applies a formal mode of critique to audiovisual texts in order 
to explore several continuities, changes, and ruptures in the history of 
 Nigerian screen media aesthetics. Undoubtedly, many impor tant pat-
terns and paradigms are overlooked. To wit, this book is largely  silent 
on celluloid film production in Nigeria during the in de pen dence period. 
That too is about a lack of resources (I do not have access to any of  those 
very rare films) but also  because of active and acknowledged forms of 
neglect baked into my epistemological priorities. Nollywood video films 
have generally been full- length features, so they have generally invited 
comparisons with other feature films. This book shifts emphasis from the 
form of the cinematic feature to the medium and social positioning of 
tele vi sion, with which Nollywood may have a more impor tant historical 
relationship. Additionally, it is the social position of tele vi sion that invites 
a comparison to colonial cinema, which is the subject of chapter 1. In the 
remaining pages of this introduction I further describe the structure and 
methods of the book, highlighting par tic u lar conjunctures and points of 
comparison while also indicating my other epistemological priorities and 
pos si ble blind spots.

tHe  S tru c t u r e  oF  tHe  b o ok

The research for this book essentially started with Nollywood and 
worked backward through time to state tele vi sion and then to colonial 
cinema, yet the argument is laid out in chronological order. The first 
two chapters form part 1 of the book, together reconstructing the history 
of state- mediated motion pictures in Nigeria from colonial cinema up 
through tele vi sion and into the early 1990s. The next four chapters form 
part 2, which oscillates between some of the most impor tant and memo-
rable of both the nta’s tele vi sion serials and Nollywood’s video films. The 
early 1990s form a kind of conjuncture— where tele vi sion meets video 
film— around which the book is built.
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Chapter 1 begins with one of the earliest documented instances of film 
production in Nigeria: an “expedition” undertaken by two  brothers from 
London. The footage they captured would eventually play a key role in the 
history of global cinema, leading to the emergence of a documentary 
film movement in Britain and to the codification of guiding princi ples 
for film exhibition in Africa. However, the primary site of exhibition for 
that early footage was not in Africa but at the 1924 Empire Exhibition in 
Wembley. Several reviews of the exhibition as well as the films shown 
 there— films that  were created by editing and titling the raw footage from 
Nigeria— reveal key links among indirect rule, the medium of film, and 
the ascendance of a new po liti cal philosophy that celebrated, as a triumph 
of liberalism, the increasingly illiberal conditions prevailing in Africa.

Chapter 2 traces the related philosophical innovations that accompa-
nied the growth of tele vi sion broadcasting in postcolonial Nigeria. The 
key figure whose theoretical and artistic production I follow is Segun 
Olusola, a pioneer of radio and tele vi sion who worked in vari ous levels of 
government and who created Nigeria’s longest- running tele vi sion serial, 
The Village Headmaster. His numerous speeches and essays paint a picture 
of state tele vi sion’s conception of itself as a gatekeeper between global 
liberalism and the developing nation. By the 1980s, following the collapse 
of Nigeria’s oil boom and the hollowing out of the state by structural ad-
justment, it seems all that was left was the relation to liberalism. Close 
readings of The Village Headmaster suggest that  free indirect subjectivity 
was at work early in Nigerian screen media history, addressing spectators 
as subjects of but also sympathizers with the unwavering developmental 
gatekeeper state.

Chapter 3, which kicks of part 2 of the book, plays a pivotal role in 
the story of Indirect Subjects. A revolution in Nigerian tele vi sion program-
ming began in the mid-1980s, when the nta started purchasing con-
tent from in de pen dent producers (as well as bulk distributors of Latin 
American content). Local public- private collaboration initiated a shift 
in aesthetic practices, although the mediated orientation of the devel-
opmental state to its subjects remained distinctly hierarchical. Several 
Nigerian soap operas, Checkmate (1991–1995) in par tic u lar,  were at the 
center of that shift. They  were widely popu lar, as suggested by newspaper 
reviews, and treated their spectators as sophisticated cosmopolitans, al-
though soap operas still  imagined an audience in need of developmental 
assistance. Checkmate’s key innovation, which was replicated by several 
subsequent Nollywood films (including early Nollywood hits made by 
Checkmate’s creator, Amaka Igwe), was its indirect focus on the ideal of 
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the male breadwinner, a man whom  women are  imagined to desire and 
who therefore serves as the standard by which masculinity itself is mea-
sured. I refer to this formal complex as a feminine melodramatic mode 
of address. However, an assemblage of historical sources fleshes out the 
argument already signaled in this introduction that the male breadwin-
ner ideal, while cropping up repeatedly in screen media, has featured very 
 little in the lives of Nigerian spectators. In addition to being the mea sure 
of a man, the breadwinner ideal seems to be a fantasy by which access to 
a liberal form of life can also be mea sured.

One of the key arguments of the book is that although plenty of Nolly-
wood’s signature films carried forward the modalities of state tele vi sion, 
 others reacted forcefully, often negatively. In chapter  4 I examine this 
dynamic by revisiting Living in Bondage and several films that extend its 
modal operations. As I have already indicated, Living in Bondage— which 
is the subject of many  great examples of Nollywood studies scholarship— 
characterizes what I am calling a masculine melodramatic mode of ad-
dress that makes use of occult images and themes in order to respond 
to the feminine modalities of soap operas and related video films. Films 
that reuse the central story structure from Living in Bondage, in motif- like 
fashion, suggest that if the breadwinner ideal is the mea sure of a man, 
then it si mul ta neously represents the regulation and standardization of 
masculinity in ways that individual men may find troubling, to say the 
least. My reading, which draws on many other scholars’ readings but is 
novel in several ways, is accentuated by close attention to the actors and 
key characters from state tele vi sion soap operas who became iconic oc-
cult figures in Nollywood films. My approach suggests that something 
sinister was lurking  under the surface of state tele vi sion narratives that 
Nollywood was able to exhume. If the feminine melodramatic mode tends 
to address a public waiting for liberal conditions to arrive, the masculine 
melodramatic mode suggests that any attempt to hasten their arrival may 
be diabolical.

Whereas Nollywood’s “occult” video films display patently gothic char-
acteristics, I argue in chapter 5 that Nollywood’s ubiquitous epic genre is 
characterized by a more distinctly gothic mode of address. The term epic 
is reserved in Nollywood for films set in versions of the precolonial past 
that are, very often, fantastically  imagined. The ruins of that  imagined 
past are designed to haunt con temporary popu lar culture. Of par tic u lar 
interest is the figure of the igwe, or Igbo king, who features in virtually all 
Nollywood epics but who is a minor player in the historical rec ord. Draw-
ing on the nta’s adaptation of Chinua Achebe’s novel  Things Fall Apart— a 
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thirteen- episode miniseries that first aired in 1986— I demonstrate that 
Nollywood invests the image of a strong- willed, prominent man with 
fantasies of sovereign power.  Those fantasies appear in Nollywood epics, 
such as Igodo: Land of the Living Dead (1999), which have received some at-
tention from scholars but have rarely been the subject of close, extended 
critique. My readings suggest that if the nation cannot directly participate 
in the liberal world order, Nollywood epics have recourse to an in ven ted 
past where sovereignty from outside influences may have been chaotic 
but was nevertheless enjoyed.

The first three chapters of part 2 draw on moments of  free indirect 
subjectivity that are relatively straightforward: the image or the sound mo-
mentarily entering the dual perspectives of narrator and character. How-
ever, Nigerian comedies ofer examples of something very dif er ent. In 
 chapter 6 I examine Basi and Com pany, one of the most successful situation 
comedies in nta history (1986–1990), which made use of a mirror, placed 
strategically in one of the principal sets, to provide a secondary perspec-
tive on the action of the show. One of the writers for Basi and Com pany 
(and sometimes an actor in the series), Nkem Owoh, went on to become 
Nollywood’s premier comic icon. Conspiratorial mirrors also feature in 
some of his most beloved and successful films, including Osuofia in London 
(2003) and The Master (2004), which have both been studied extensively. 
All three primary texts tackle the issue of official corruption but in re-
markably dif er ent ways. I argue that although Basi and Com pany invites 
its spectator- subjects to regulate their own collaborative roles in po liti cal 
corruption and remain skeptical of their own desires— perfectly in line 
with periliberal thinking— Nollywood comedies seem to revel in turning 
the  tables, accusing the liberal world order of greedily preying upon and 
actively denying modernity to  people who not only desire it but without 
whom it would never have been pos si ble in the first place. Therefore, the 
comic mode of address is the most critical of periliberal subjectivity. 
Nollywood comedies may be addressed to indirect subjects, but indirect 
subjection does not necessarily rule out critical engagement with the 
spatial configurations of modernity.

Indeed, Nollywood’s remarkable sincerity about the morality of 
modernity is itself a kind of criticism. Although it is overstating the 
case to characterize Nollywood as a clean break from statist postco-
lonial ambitions, it is equally overstating the case to say that Nollywood 
fully reproduces state governmentality. Rather, linking Nollywood’s 
modes of address to  those of the (gatekeeper) state suggests that Nolly-
wood contributes to a form of social organ ization that makes it pos si ble to 
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endure periliberalism. In the end, it is not necessarily incumbent upon 
Nollywood—as it might be incumbent upon the state—to resist the lib-
eral world order or ease Nigeria into it; rather, the liberal world order 
itself needs fundamental reformation—if not outright overthrow—so 
that its most illiberal features, especially its tendency  toward indirect 
subjection, no longer serve as its ongoing justification and raison d’être. 
Reading and rereading Nollywood reiterates just how unjust liberalism 
continues to be.
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